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About This Game

Viktor’s story begins in Eos, a world divided by two realms: the Overworld and the Netherworld. The fragile balance between
these two realms is suddenly shattered when Mephistopheles, the power-hungry leader of the Netherworld, lays siege to

Overworld. After suffering betrayal within the legion, Zane, the leader of the Overworld, must turn to Viktor as his last hope.

Viktor is an action-packed, side-scrolling, twin-stick adventure with gameplay inspired by classics such as Castlevania and
Megaman. Playing as Viktor, you will fight your way through a diverse spectrum of hostile environments filled with a wide
variety of relentless enemies, lurking traps, and fearsome bosses who will try to keep you from your mission: finding Zane,

defeating the merciless Mephistopheles, and restoring peace to Eos.

Features

Story Mode with 8 Action-packed stages

Intense Boss Fights to test your skill and coordination

3 Standard Difficulty Levels and an unlockable Hardcore Mode

6 Different Weapons complete with over 30 Upgrade Options

New Game+: Play through the game again and keep all of your weapons and upgrades
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Hidden equipment and artifacts to unlock additional features and abilities

Full Xbox 360 controller support (Emulators work too!)

34 Steam Achievements

Steam Trading Cards

Original soundtrack available as DLC (included in Viktor: Enforcer Edition)
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Title: Viktor
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Shorebound Studios
Publisher:
Shorebound Studios
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or newer

Processor: 1.7 GHz Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia or AMD graphics card with updated drivers, 256 MB

Storage: 350 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse and keyboard or Xbox 360 controller

English
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Very short gameplay and averange plot but an awasome music.
buy this game on a sale,good for 3 hour of fun,but thats it.. Why Not Recommended?

A suprisingly large number of easy to preform game breaking bugs that you'd expect in an alpha and not a full release which I
will go into more detail in the gameplay section of this review.

What is Viktor?

Viktor is a 2D Twin Stick Shooter Platformer with minor Metroidvania elements in which you'll be going through levels finding
new weapons, upgrades, and killing lots of enemies as you search for everyone who betrayed the legion and the one who turned
them so you can kill them.

Story (has no effect on my opinion of any game)

Story isn't anything spectacular it's a run of the mill you were betrayed by your allies and now you're hunting them down to kill
them, save the world, and your friend.

Graphics (has no effect on my opinion of any game)

Graphically it's a vey nice looking game. Enemy variety texture wise is lacking as most enemies appear in all the levels without a
slight retexturing to make them fit more with the level but otherwise the game looks excellent and the enemy thing is nitpicking.

Gameplay (the only thing that affects my opinions of games)

 This game is more or less a clone of Bleed gameplay wise but it does enough to differ itself from Bleed. When it comes to
being a twin stick shooter it's excellent the dash to dodge mechanic is well executed and the shooting is enjoyable. The
dodge\/dash mechanic will allow you to phase through thin walls and dodge all projectiles and attacks quite easily. The
Metroidvania elements leave a lot to be desired as the aren't that well hidden and none of the items you find are required to beat
levels or find other items there's also is very little reason to go back to previous levels to find stuff due to the lack of things to
find so it's hard to consider this a Metroidvania. Platforming is meh there are a few areas where it does try to change it up but
otherwise it isn't going to challenge you so there's no real benefits to using a controller. Now game breaking bugs are a huge
issues as they're very easy to accidentally pull off and some will happen randomly and all require a level restart. First I ran into is
when dashing into a wall at the wrong angle or if you're not close enough to phase through the other side you'll occasionally
you'll be clip out of the map with no way back so you'll be forced to restart the level. One miniboss will (the one who bounces
around) will sometimes during the fight vanish rendering the fight unwinable so you'll have to restart the level. On occasion a
boss or yourself will get stuck unable to move and unable to take damage forcing you (you guessed it) to restart the level.

In conclusion Viktor is an excellent game and idea but is held back by a myriad of game breaking bugs that you'd expect in a pre
alpha that should have been fixed immediately after discovery.

I recommend that you buy heavily discounted or that you get Bleed instead.. I really really wish I could reconmend this game.
Viktor has a lot of good ideas and elements mixing bits of contra, megaman, and DMC, but is hampered by poor execution.
When the game is at it's best it's pretty damn good, but it is plagued by too many bugs, glitches and control problems in it's
current form. Clipping into walls and getting stuck is the biggest bug that will cost you many a life due to no fault of your own.

Outside of bugs it has some flaws including a damage recoil far too great for it's slippery controls to justify and needless use of
a lives system (made especially frustrating due to the wall glitches eating up extra lives like candy) and a low item spawn rate
that feels horribly imbalanced.

This game could be great with some more polishing but until it at very least fixes the serious wall bugs I cannot reconmend it in
it's current form.. Fun mega man\/castlevania type game with some excellent sotn type music! Controls took me a little bit to get
used to but now everything flows really well. Highly recommend. I've completed the game today and it took me ~2 hours to do
this. And you know what? I want more, it was really a short journey, but it was a good one.
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Viktor is a mix of Contra and Castlevania series to me, it may be a simple game, but it has cool bosses, it has the atmosphere
and it feels good to walk through the stages.
So, the good stuff:

+The dark atmosphere
+ Cool soundtrack. Really, I liked all the tracks in the game, oh those dark and melodic themes, I want more of this.
+ Epic boss battles. Like in contra games, you have to learn their behavior patterns to win. And when you know what ypu're
doing it will be a piece of cake.

Now the stuff I didn't like:

- The game is too short
- Most of Sub-weapons are irrelevant. Twin pistols is all you need in this game, really. Well, Sniper-rifle is an exception. It kills
everything in your path once leveled up
- Common enemies design on stages is really bad. Would be cool if you encountered some more epic foes like I dunno,
skeletons, giant vampire bats, zombies maybe, demonic creatures with wings etc. Blazing balls? little spiders? Flying eye-
bombs? Little skulls shooting projectiles at you? Really? Those are lame
- Levels should be more animated and interesting, they feel a little bit empty as of now.

Well, it turnd out to have more minuses than pluses, but hey, I liked the game and I recommend it. I just feel that it had much
more potential than this, if there ever be a sequel I hope the guys from shorebound will work on stuff I mentioned and add more
interesting things ino the game. Then it will be a real candy. Oh, and melee weapons and the ability to play a different character
(Zane maybe?) would be a great thing.
Overall rating: 7\/10. Initially I've gave a positive review on this game, I felt very eager to grind through the levels and was
curious to see the game has to offer. But as I progressed, I felt tiresome to continue playing it.

As I said on my previous review, the graphics are awesome, the soundtrack is very nice as well, the concept between the game is
not bad at all aside from the clich\u00e9 plot. You have a nice variety of weapons and few power ups which help you through
the game. Also, the controls are fluid and I haven't had any trouble playing the game with my 360 controller.

But as I was progressing on the game, I've realized that Viktor felt like I was playing the same level over and over again. There's
indeed a big difference between the levels, each level is an all different kind of world, but what makes them feel like the same?
The design isn't much creative, the levels are just run\/jump platforms\/avoid traps\/use your dash to pass walls\/and such, in a
very boring and linear way. About 60% of this levels you just run on a straight line and jump several cliffs to advance, and the
fact that the enemies are the same in the entire game made the level run boring.

The levels are not much of a challenge, as the enemies don't change much. The bosses and minibosses are the real challenge of
the game, but some boss fights are just dull. You keep moving and jumping to avoid the attacks and keep shooting until the boss
dies, but not in a funny way like the platformer classics as contra, metal slug, megaman, etc. On this games the bosses are
challenging and fun, you walk all around the screen avoiding been hit, while on Viktor, you can move in a 2,3 inch radius on
screen to avoid the boss' attacks and you're ok.

Overall, I think this is a bland game. I wanted to like it because it looks like a neat game indeed. Maybe with more polishing on
the level design and the traps surrounding the enemies, more different enemies to fight and a best utilization of the bosses
environment (for example on the genie boss screen, there's not much room to move and the boss takes a big part of the screen,
also he don't move a single inch) the game would be funnier.

Unfortunately I woundn't recommend this game even to a platformer fan.. Viktor is based on my friend on Discord, not much
more that needs to be said, very good game. 10\/10. They did spell my friends name wrong though, which I find quite amusing.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=hEKFzun3W3w
Above is my impressions of the game.

Viktor is an action focused 2D twin stick shooter that features challenging, but not (overly) difficult game play. The game is
about dodging and shooting your way to the end boss then shooting him\/her as well. You solve most of your problems by
shooting at them actually.
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It's pretty enjoyable, and the visuals are certainly pleasant. I would rave about the overall aesthetics if it wasn't for some of the
earlier levels looking very dull and generic, but other than that, the character sprites are well illustrated and animated, and some
of the later levels make up for the duller beginnings.

Pros:
- (Mostly) Gorgeous game with top quality animation
- Challenging with out being frustrating
- Fun dodge mechanic
- Shooting all the things

Cons:
- Dull looking beginning levels
- Can be arguably light on content
. The visuals are nice.

Boss fights are fun but could use some work. They are fun at the start, but some of them get boring when you get their hp bar to
half, because instead of getting harder and more exciting, they actually get easier...

Also, some boss fights are the same from the beginning to the end. It's not that they aren't fun, but being a platformer twin stick
and all, you kinda expect scenario changes\/harder patterns when you get them to half of their hp.

The statues and shield bonuses are nice, they add a castlevania feel with the secret places and all, but I just wish we had more
hidden secrets and better hidden areas.

The soundtrack is amazing.

I wish we had more powers too. Most of the guns are okay, a few are extremely powerful and just removes any kind of
challenge the game might give it to you.

We could use more enemies. Many of them are reused in every stage, with a few unique enemies per stage.

We could use a time attack mode and a scoreboard.

Zane is not well balanced. The stage is a piece of cake for him as he pretty much one hits everything. Some boss fights can be
nearly impossible to him, though. But it adds a challenge, so that's actually cool. Boss fights get exciting again, all of a sudden.

With all this said, it is a decent game. It's actually a great game, being "Viktor 1". I recommend it, and I hope they make a
second one with more content and better boss fights.
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Viktor is a twin-stick run'n'gun sidescroller. While this is may not seem very original, there are actually only a handful of
modern run'n'gun shooters that are well made, so this is an impressive effort.

Pros:
- Good enemy variety
- Levels are decently challenging levels
- The boss fights are really well-designed , some of the best I've seen in a while
- You have a dash mechanic for platforming and dodging which makes the motion very fluid and energetic

Cons:
- Presentation is average, visuals are nothing special and soundtrack is pretty basic metal-ish fare
- Difficulty can be a bit uneven, especially considering the one-hit kill deaths
- It's a fairly short game padded by difficult levels a la Megaman. If you play on Normal it'll be rather brief.
- Ammo for the better weapons is scarce but your main weapons are pretty decent overall. Do not be fooled by those neat
graphics. The design of the very few levels in this game is just dull, you move right on a plain surface all the damn time. Most
enemies are annoying rather than fun to fight. Most bosses have uninspiring attack patterns and enormous health stacks making
the bossfights as tedious as it gets. Honestly, I tried to give the game a few second chances and yet simply couldn't have any fun
with it despite enjoying some similar platformers.. A really great mix between MetroidVania\/Twin stick shooters, short but
really sweet experience.

+ Great Art style
+ Nice soundtrack
+ Solid and fun platforming
+ perfect difficulty, not cheap or easy
+ nice boss fights
+ Great and satisfying weapons & upgrades

overall highly recommended, the game is kinda short (8 stages) but all of them were fun.. I picked this game up when it was on
sale. The graphics are ok. Not bad, but also not very memorable. But I have to say, it got it's own style. Where this game stands
out are the smooth controls and overall feel of the game. I tried it with a controller but I would not recommend it. Use a
keyboard and mouse. That way it plays very nice.

At the end of a run you get a grade. I ended up a C or D at easy and that keeps me playing. Because I'm gonna try to get a A and
tune up the difficulty.

Overall a nice platformer that stands out because of the smooth gameplay.. Good
: Appropriate difficulty
: General game system(dash, upgrade, finding new weapones, etc...)
: The overriding factor is fun

Bad
: Some major bugs(In this situation u should restart that stage. Such as missing boss, falling beyond wall)
: Everytime u turn on this game ur control settings are reset

Thx for reading my poor english comment
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